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A Message from
Principal’s Desk
Rise above the storm & you will
find the sunshine’

Dr. C.B. Satpathy Ji
Chairman SSPS

‘Knowledge without Wisdom
has no value. Wisdom is
something which is needed
to make meaningful choices
in life’
In times of pandemic, I appreciate the
innovative efforts taken by the educators
to keep the learning process going for the
children. I am delighted to see that the
present scenario has unveiled a new approach- where children are connecting
their education with Practical life. They
are not only gaining conceptual understanding with the help of technology but
are also developing a lot of skills which
are making them self- dependent. I
would urge all the stakeholders in educational fraternity to nurture & polish the
talents of the children as today’s market
is full of opportunities for them. I also
urge the educators to go for different
capacity building programmes to upgrade
themselves as they have to deal with the
growing demands of highly talented &
intellectual children.
In this pandemic we should all stand united & help those who are standing in forefront to fight against this deadly virus, at
the same time keep abiding by the rules.

As we all know that we are collectively facing a Pandemic threat that
is sweeping across the humanity
beyond oceans and borders and
there is no certainty when we will
come out of the current situation.
This is a crucial time for all of us to
remind ourselves that, closures
should not impact our life & continuity of learning should go on.
Always take pride on acknowledging your creativity. Remember that,
we have created a much stronger
sense of Community & we feel happy for it. We are breaking the self
designed boundaries & reaching out
to everyone to check in. Never forget to be Grateful for everything
that you have in your life as Good
times give us happiness, Difficult
times give us lessons.

Ms. Nalini Arora
Founder Principal, SSPS
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My Experience of Interactive Live Online Classes
Every challenge in our life
gives us some opportunity
which can be effectively utilized to gain something new.
The lockdown, challenge also
opened an opportunity to
learn with the online classes.
This was a smart step by the
management and teachers of
SSPS that helped us in having
uninterrupted studies even
when we were at our homes.
It was a wonderful initiative by
the teachers who have put in
their best efforts to help us
understand the subjects via
interactive classes. I request to
upload the videos of live classes on YouTube for future reference.
Kartikeya Parashar VII

Made By :
Abhineet Agarwal XI A
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Shirdi Sai made its mark in
Brain O’ Brain Online Abacus
Competition
Opportunities don't happen. You need to
create them."
SSPS strongly believes in this & so are our
SAIITES. The school is proud to share that
our students participated in Online Abacus
Competition, held on 16th June 2020. It
was organized by Brain O' Brain in which
7500 students participated across different
levels. Our students got several medals in
different categories.
1-Anant Agarwal- 3A– Silver
2-Amogh Agarwal- 3A– Silver
3-Pranav Narang- 4A- Gold
4-Bhoomi Mehrotra- 4B– Silver
5- kashvi Narang- 4C- Gold
6-Vaani Tandon- 6A- merit certificate
7-Bhavye Narang- 6C- Gold
9– Akshara Khanna 6C Silver
8-Divya Narang- 6C– Silver
9- Kartikay Kaushal- 10B– Silver
Our students with their hard work have
proved that where there is a will, there is a
way. The SSPS family Congratulates them
& wish them GOOD LUCK for their future
endeavours.

Made By :
Saubhagya Kapoor VI A

Oh God! The Exams are coming near,
All children have so much fear
Learn this, learn that,
We to learn all subjects,
Nothing is clear,
Because exams are near.
Study all day, study all night,
because exams are coming to fight.
So much tension,
but no attention.
We need to be successful,
but also stressful.
Everything creates fear,
Because exams are near.
Tanvi Sharma VI

My Learning during
PANDEMIC
EARTH FIGHTING
AGAINST
COVID 19
Made By
Gorvi Kapoor IV B

हे ईश्वर
आज का टाईभ फहुत है भुश्ककर
धयती ऩय आमा है एक दानव

I am a little boy of Class - II, I like to
spend time with my family. All my
teachers are very nice to me. Suddenly
one day I got to know things are going
wrong in the world, I heard about
COVID-19. My father told me about
money saving. Earlier I got angry, but
he explained people around the world
are unable to get food. So now I am
saving money and only buying things
that are essential for living.

Atharv Jain II B

पैरा यहा है वो बफभायी
Made By: Aashri SaranVII C

डया हुआ है हय एक भानव
बफभायी को हभें बगाना है
अऩने घय ऩे ही यहकय
साफन
ु से हाथ धोकय

हहम्भत से रडकय हदखाना है
दादा दादी,भम्भी ऩाऩा,सफ फड़ो की
हभें भदद है कयनी
ऩूये दे श औय दनु नमा को फचाने की
Made By:
Saatwiki Awasthi II

योज़ ईकवय से कयनी है ववनती
Akshat Rastogi
III

Made By :
Neer Agarwal VII
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Dos & Don’ts during
Corona Virus
Pandemic

DOs
Always cover your
mouth.
Drink more water.
Eat more fresh fruits and
consume healthy and
hygienic foods.
Made By: Anshima Agarwal VI A

Wash your hands for a
minimum of 20 Seconds.
Take proper amount
of Sleep.



Maintain Social
Distancing.



Clean your Surroundings.




DON’Ts

By Avni
Sirohi




Do not touch
your face.
Do not travel
Unnecessarily.



Wise Words

Make a daily appointment with
God.
The only thing which cannot
be recycled is time.
Time management is the best
management.
Nothing is impossible. Even
the word impossible says 'Im
possible'.
To have a friend, be a friend
first.
Excellence is never an accident.
A smile is the shortest distance between people.

1.
What has
foot but no legs?
2. What comes down but never
goes up?
3. What comes once in a minute ,twice in a moment ,but
never in a thousand years ?
4. How can we make number
one disappear?
5. Who makes it, has no need
of it. Who buys it, has no use
for it. Who uses it can neither
see nor feel it. What is it?

Ansh Garg IX A

(Answers on the last page)

Pratham Sikka II

Do not Panic.
Do not go to
crowded places.
SRAJAN MALIK I B

Do not eat
unhealthy food.
Avoid Shaking
Hands.
Do not go to dirty places.
By: Avni Sirohi U.K.G.

Made By: Bhavyam Jain V A

1. Success is like a piece of
cake , Life serve it to us only
when we are worthy of it.
2. Confusion is just a word ,
But it contains all the problem
of this universe.
3. Committing Suicide is not a
sin ,It is not a crime, It is a
punishment which we give to
our loved ones, So think before
committing it.
4. You can never deny the
Fact that the power to write,
Is the power to change this
Universe.
Eish Mehrotra XI B

Made By: Daksh Saraswat VII
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EqualitY

Made By: Dhairya Rastogi LKG A

No matter black or white,
Tall or short in height,
It is our birthright to be equal.
No matter what gender you are,
Lives in land near or far
It is our birthright to be equal.
Don’t be in a prejudice,
About people of distinct lands,
Let’s all hold our hands, because,
It is our birthright to be equal
No matter what religion you from,
No matter what caste you from
Because!
It is our birthright to be equal.
Now stop to discriminate,
That’s what the public hates
Because!
It is our birthright to be equal.
Daksh Saraswat VII A

I love & respect my
Prime Minister

We all know that elections take
place after every five years in
our country. Modiji has locked
full country in this pandemic of
COVID -19, this is not a small
step and I fully understand and
agree that it was a smart move
from him to keep us all safe &
protected. I believe that more
than 78% population will cast
their votes in favour of our
Prime Minister as he possess the
necessary leadership skills. I
pray to GOD for his well being.
According to me, MAGNIFICENT IS MODIFICENT which
also describes Modi as an efficient leader who can bring glory
to our nation.
Devansh Jain IV B
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MY MOM’s Bed TiMe sTOry
I have a special interest in listening to the bed time stories by my
Mom. .One day she narrated me a
story of a poor man who was highly
skilled. I got really inspired after
listening to the story as i learnt
that every person has some unique
quality, it’s only that we need to
identify it.
The story goes like this. One day
there was a brave King who could
not see from the left eye and was
lame with his left leg. One day, he
announced that whosoever will
make his beautiful portrait will be
rewarded greatly. Many talented
painters tried their hands but
couldn’t satisfy the king. One day a
poor man approached the King and
expressed his desire to make
King’s portrait. He even requested
to give 2 days’ time. The king
agreed to it and poor man returned
after 2 days with a beautiful panting. Everyone in the court was surprised to see the beauty of it. He
had shown the king sitting on a
horse with a sword in his hand. All
the courtiers applauded after seeing the painting. The king was very
happy and gave a bag of gold coins
to him in reward. The only difference in his painting was he had
shown the right side pose of the
king . Moral : We should always look
for positives in every person.
DIVYANSHI VATSA V

Made By :
Abhineet Agarwal XI A

Covid -19: An unwanted guest

Made By: Riddhi Malik U.K.G.

This pandemic came like an unwanted guest,
And for humans , it’s a kind of a great
test.
Never underestimate it,
Because it can make families compact.
Maintain social distance,
Or it may erase your existence.
You will be safe if you stay at home,
If you don’t believe me, search on
Google chrome.
Neer Agarwal VII

Made By: Saatwiki Awasthi II
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दे श को जीताना है

SCHOOL WELLNESS

SSPS with its vast experience of last many
years, has earned a
strong reputation to
become one of the
Best Schools in Moradabad.
SSPS is setting a
great
example
of
meaningful living in the
society by transforming the lives of students. It motivates its
students through dynamic and success oriented programs.
Bhavay Jagia II A
II A
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दे श को जीताना है , कोयोना को बगाना है
नतयॊ गे को ऊॅंचा उठाना है , घय ऩय ही यहना है ,
सोशर डडस्टें स फनाना है ,

दे श को जीताना है , कोयोना को बगाना है
हाथों को फाय-फाय धोना है ,
भास्क बी रगाना है ,
रॉकडाउन को अऩनाना है ,
दे श को जीताना है , कोयोना को बगाना है
बायत भाॉ का भान फढाना है ,
दे श को काभमाफ फनाना है ,
भोदी का साथ ननबाना है ,
दे श को जीताना है , कोयोना को बगाना है ।
जम हहन्द , जम बायत Savyasachi Chawla I

SCHOOLS ARE CLOSED
Our school is closed…
Our school in the future will be very
bright and cool.
Because Teaching in my school is the
best tool.
For dear teachers ,
We are cute kids at home.
No bags, no books,
no pencils, no erasers will we hold.
Everything would be on laptops, smart
TVs and phones
And we will be children smart and bold.

Tulika Agarwal I B

Made By: Krishiv Dhall VII

By: Harshini Jain IV C
In this time when the whole world
is struggling with COVID-19 and
everybody is in lockdown, I tried
to pen down my feelings for the
first time in the form of a short
POEM.
The title of my poem is “Kindness”
which is the need of an hour in
these difficult times.

Kindness
White
Tiger ; A
few facts
1.All

Made By: Avni Sirohi U.K.G.

By: Naithik Ravishankar Telgi V

the white
tigers around the world are the
children of only one tiger named
Mohan.
2.The average weight of Whites
tigers is 200-230 kg and length is
5-6 ft.
3.Life span of a white tiger is 1015 years.
4.Maximum speed of a white tiger
is 96 km/hour.
5. The most dangerous and beautiful animal with white skin and dark
blue eyes is white tiger is a native
animal of India.
Prithvi Singh Tomar I

Kindness is the act,
That leads to the fact
Doing something good,
Can help in lifting someone’s
mood
Turning the frown into a smile,
Can fill sparkle in one’s eye for a
while.
Lending helping hand to the person in a pain,
Never goes in vain.
As ALMIGHTY above,
Always shower his love
To the children whose hearts are
filled with compassion
And actions are always full of
affection.

Paarkhi Bajaj VI
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‘MALIT ‘- A blend of Mathematics &
Literature

Among the blended words,a subject ‘MALIT' is very unfamiliar subject for everyone, this is because this word describes the relationship between two main subjects of the modern era.
Mathematics and Literature
Topic—(Destiny, Hardwork and Success)
According to the figure the two lines are Hardwork and Success and
the angle between them is regulated by an operator called Destiny.
This is how we connect Maths and Literature together and now the
explanation for this subject is as follows :—
Line of Success is independent, also success is something which a person cannot handle in other
words we can say that a person cannot decide whether he would achieve success or not.
Line of Hardwork is the only thing which a person have in its hand. Struggle and Hardwork is
the only key to success and through this key we can win laurels in our life.
An operator of Destiny it is an important factor in achieving success but not the supreme factor on which success rely. It is a non uniform factor and it may differ person to person.
So according to „MALIT‟ a person should firmly hold the line of Hardwork to enjoy the
grace of Success.
Arjun Saxena XI A

By:
Maanya
Saxena
V

By: Ansh Mehrotra VI A
By: Jivika Gangwar II B

By: Daksh Jagia VI A

I am a HAPPY CHILD

Made By:
Aditya Sharma II

Made By:

Anushka Sharma XI

My house is RED; a little house
A Happy child am I
I laugh & play the whole day
long
I hardly ever cry
I have a tree, a green & brown
tree
To shade me from the sun
And under I often sit
When all my play is done.
Vardan Srivastav IV C

By: Parkhi Kapoor VI A
Answers of Brain
Teasers
1. Snail 2. Rain 3.
letter ‘M’ 4. Add
letter 'G' & it is
gone. 5. A coffin

